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Abstract
Facial actions are spatio-temporal signals by nature, and
therefore their modeling is crucially dependent on the avail-
ability of temporal information. In this paper, we focus on
inferring such temporal dynamics of facial actions when no
explicit temporal information is available, i.e. from still
images. We present a novel approach to capture multiple
scales of such temporal dynamics, with an application to fa-
cial Action Unit (AU) intensity estimation and dimensional
affect estimation. In particular, 1) we propose a framework
that infers a dynamic representation (DR) from a still im-
age, which captures the bi-directional flow of time within a
short time-window centered at the input image; 2) we show
that we can train our method without the need of explicitly
generating target representations, allowing the network to
represent dynamics more broadly; and 3) we propose to ap-
ply a multiple temporal scale approach that infers DRs for
different window lengths (MDR) from a still image. We em-
pirically validate the value of our approach on the task of
frame ranking, and show how our proposed MDR attains
state of the art results on BP4D for AU intensity estimation
and on SEMAINE for dimensional affect estimation, using
only still images at test time.
1. Introduction
Temporal dynamics are an important source of information
for video-based face analysis. In recent years, many meth-
ods have been proposed to exploit that for tasks where the
temporal information correlates over time with the target
signals [6, 16, 51, 48]. The temporal modeling can be ac-
complished either by generating a single set of features from
multiple consecutive frames at a time (early modeling of
temporal dynamics [51]) or by using memory-based mod-
els, such as Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) or Markov
Models (late modeling of temporal dynamics [6]), or by a
combination of both [16]. Recently, there is an increas-
ing interest in the early modeling of temporal dynamics,
as these can be straightforwardly used in simple CNN-
Figure 1. We propose a novel approach to the modeling of tem-
poral face dynamics from still images (top). Our approach can be
used to infer several time-length dynamics, and further combined
to enhance face-related tasks such as AU intensity estimation and
dimensional affect estimation. During training (bottom), a set of
videos is used to learn the DRs, without explicitly generating a
fixed set of target representations.
based architectures. Among these methods, the dynamic
image [1] has achieved promising results at the task of sum-
marizing short-term motion in a fixed-size representation,
for the task of action recognition.
While the use of temporal dynamics is desirable for fa-
cial behaviour-related tasks, it is often not available. For
example, in many applications across domains ranging from
medicine to marketing, the analysis of facial expressions or
emotions is required from still images. Without temporal
information, the performance of state of the art methods for
facial expression recognition or affect estimation degrade
substantially [21, 16]. While some works have been pro-
posed to anticipate or predict the next frame from a still
image or from a video [30, 45], none of existing works have
attempted to model the dynamics of facial expressions from
a still image.
In this paper, we want to generate a dynamic representa-
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tion that summarizes motion, but that can be inferred from
still images. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that brings the advantages of DRs at summarizing
sequences to scenarios where only still images are given.
Even though some early works exist that summarize tem-
poral dynamics from image sequences [1], or attempt to
predict or anticipate motion from still images [30, 45], to
the best of our knowledge, there are no works trying to in-
fer a DR from a still image. In this paper, we are interested
in inferring the temporal dynamics from a previously un-
seen face image, and in the use of this information to fur-
ther enhance the performance of Action Unit (AU) inten-
sity estimation and dimensional affect estimation networks.
To this end, we propose an image-to-image translation ap-
proach where a network is trained to generate a Dynamic
Representation (DR) from a given image. Inspired by the
dynamic image [1], our representation is formulated as a
kernel that, when projected onto the adjacent frames, can
sort them in time. It is therefore designed to be a single
three-channel spatial data structure (similar to an RGB im-
age), tasked with summarizing the motion that surrounds
a given frame. This representation can be directly used in
CNN-based networks for the tasks of AU intensity estima-
tion and dimensional affect estimation.
During training, we are given a set of preceding and
proceeding frames for each face image (i.e. sequences),
from which the temporal evolution of adjacent frames can
be learned in a self-supervised manner without using tar-
get representations (see Fig. 2). The network is then trained
to generate a representation that, when projected onto each
adjacent frame within a given window, is capable of sort-
ing them in time. In other words, we do not compute a
set of target representations to learn our network. In addi-
tion, we note that the temporal symmetry of facial actions
could yield ambiguities when sorting frames in a strictly as-
cending order, and propose to sort frames relative to their
distance to the central frame. We first validate empirically
that the learned representation does have the capacity to
sort adjacent frames in the temporal domain, thus illustrat-
ing its ability to capture short-term dependencies. Then, we
show that our proposed approach can generate representa-
tions that are highly suitable for both AU intensity estima-
tion and dimensional affect estimation. In particular, we
propose a multi-level dynamic representation approach (see
Fig. 1), that combines DRs generated for different temporal
scales. We show this approach suffices to attain state of the
art results in both tasks.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose an image-to-image translation network,
tasked with inferring a dynamic representation of a
given still image, designed to summarize the short-
term motion surrounding it.
• We propose to train the network with a Rank Loss, en-
forcing the generated representations to rank both past
and future frames according to their relative distance
to the central frame. This way, the network not only
learns to map an image to a corresponding representa-
tion, but also contributes to define it.
• We show how the inferred representations effectively
summarize motion, and show how their use in combi-
nation with a given frame reaches state of the art re-
sults in the tasks of facial Action Unit (AU) intensity
estimation and dimensional affect estimation.
2. Related Work
This Section reviews the closely related work, which we
define as works related to the temporal modeling of facial
motion and motion estimation from still images (our main
goal), as well as image-to-image translation, image-based
dynamic representations and self-supervised learning.
Temporal modeling of facial expressions Exploiting
the temporal modeling of facial expressions on video se-
quences is a longstanding problem in Computer Vision.
Some works have proposed to summarize short-term mo-
tion at the feature level, extending hand-crafted features to
what is known as Three Orthogonal Planes (TOP) [4, 18].
Other works have exploited the use of a Fourier Trans-
form [41], or spatio-temporal convolution [16, 51]. The
majority of related work focus on using recurrent or latent-
based models, in particular Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs [6, 16, 51, 26, 10, 21]).
Motion Estimation Our work is related to motion pre-
diction, where the goal is to infer motion from either still
images or sequences. In this sense, the goal is to predict
what is going to happen next. Some works have tack-
led this problem by predicting optical flow from still im-
ages [30, 46]. Others have proposed to infer the next frame
to follow a preceding video sequence [3, 49]. In particular,
[33] proposed to infer the next dynamic image, as it better
correlates with the preceding frames. These methods do not
attempt to summarize motion, but rather predict the most
likely frame to follow a given image or image sequence.
Image-to-image translation Our work can be viewed
as image-to-image translation, where a dynamic represen-
tation (a 3-channel image in our case) is generated from an
input image. Works in image-to-image translation gener-
ally attempt to modify an input image to generate an out-
put according to a target attribute or style, and thus do not
have as a goal to infer any information from the input im-
age [5, 15, 23, 47, 50, 53, 31]. These approaches gener-
ally rely on the use of Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [13], or any of its extensions [5, 15, 50]. GANs are
a powerful tool to capture the target distribution, enforcing
the networks to produce plausible outputs. However, as we
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Figure 2. During training, we are given a set of sequences from which we can have access to the adjacent frames of a given image It. In
(1), the given image It is forwarded to the network we aim to learn, that produces a DR dt. We can measure the ranking capabilities of dt
by projecting it onto the preceding and proceeding frames (2). To rank the frames, we compute the difference between pair-wise scores,
each computed as a dot product between the generated DR and the corresponding preceding or proceeding frame (3). These scores are used
to compute a Rank Loss, which allow us to measure the extent of which the current dt is correctly ranking the frames within the sequence.
We can backpropagate the Rank Loss w.r.t. the parameters of the network that has produced the DR dt (4). This way, the network not only
learns to produce a correct representation dt, but also contributes to define it.
shall see, we will not be using explicit target representations
to learn our network, and therefore the use of GANs is not
a suitable tool to learn the dynamic representations.
Dynamic Representation The basis of our work is re-
ferred to as dynamic representation. A dynamic represen-
tation is built so that it can rank order frames according to
their position in a temporal sequence. The reasoning behind
such an abstract representation is that if a representation has
the power to rank all frames according to their temporal
position in an image sequence, then it is a good descrip-
tor of it, and thus can be used for machine learning tasks
that require this temporal information. This hypothesis was
validated for the task of human action recognition [1, 12].
The dynamic representation (referred to as dynamic image
in [1]) was first presented as a short-term feature descrip-
tor of image sequences. To obtain a dynamic image, one
needs to learn it at test time from the set of frames that
make up a sequence using e.g. RankSVM [40]. The use of
RankSVM was further extended and converted into a pool-
ing layer [12]. As we shall see, our network will be able
to generate a dynamic representation from still images, that
effectively summarizes not only past frames, but also fu-
ture frames. Finally, it is worth mentioning that before the
dynamic image, other methods were proposed to learn dy-
namic representations from image sequences, such as opti-
cal flow or Motion History Image [2].
Self-supervised Learning In this paper we propose to
learn without explicitly generating target representations.
Instead, we will make use of a proxy loss function, called
a Rank Loss, to train our network in a self-supervised man-
ner. Self-supervised learning avoids the need of explicit tar-
get data, and instead explores the structure of the training
data to supervise the training process, using e.g. temporal
relations or semantic structures [8]. Some works on self-
supervised learning have already used the temporal order of
video frames to train networks, aiming to learn video repre-
sentations of asymmetric human actions [11, 25] or analyze
temporal coherence [17, 14]. To the best of our knowledge,
we are the first to propose the use of a Rank Loss function
to learn a dynamic representation of facial expressions in a
self-supervised manner.
3. Proposed approach
Our goal is to train a network that generates a simple dy-
namic representation (DR) from a single face image, sum-
marizing the motion around it. This is possible because
facial actions are constrained by anatomy and behaviour
causes strong correlations between adjacent frames. In this
Section, we first define the goal of the DRs. To do so,
we introduce the challenges that facial expressions pose for
the task of learning a representation that summarizes mo-
tion, and propose an alternative representation that over-
comes them. Then, we show how this representation can
be learned. We note that generating a set of target represen-
tations to be the basis of a one-to-one mapping, common
in image-to-image translation methods, is suboptimal, and
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Figure 3. Temporal symmetry of facial motions. In the top row, a
sequence of frames displaying a facial expression. With regards
to the central frame t = 7, we can see that the preceding frames
would look alike the proceeding frames, when the latter are re-
verted on time, i.e. the temporal pattern evolved from t = 1 to
t = 7 with the natural arrow of time would be similar to the tem-
poral pattern evolved from t = 13 to t = 7, under a reverted arrow
of time.
propose an alternative approach to allow the learning pro-
cess to be self-supervised by the temporal correlation be-
tween frames in the training set. Finally, we show how to
apply the trained models for the task of AU intensity esti-
mation and dimensional affect estimation. The full learning
process is shown in Fig. 2.
3.1. Dynamic Representations
As mentioned above, our goal is to train a network that can
infer a DR from a still face image. The first step consists of
defining what output the network is expected to return for a
given image. To do so, we draw our attention to the dynamic
image algorithm [1]. The dynamic algorithm was presented
as a kernel targeted with summarizing sequences of frames,
with the goal of inferring the action on them. The main
motivation behind generating a kernel that can rank frames
relies on the assumption that such a representation should
be a good descriptor of the sequence, as it encodes the tem-
poral evolution of it. This assumption was empirically vali-
dated in [1]. In our framework, we are instead interested in
having a per-frame representation, and therefore the origi-
nal dynamic algorithm seems not to be an adequate repre-
sentation. We empirically validate in Sec. 4.3 that, when the
dynamic image is used as a basis to learn the representation,
along with a reconstruction loss, the performance degrades
substantially. In addition, it is important to note that fa-
cial expressions display a symmetric temporal pattern. As
shown in Fig. 3, facial expressions are in many cases indis-
tinguishable from their (temporally) reverted counterparts.
In such cases, using the dynamic algorithm would incur in
ambiguous representations for a given frame, according to
whether it belongs to the “activation” part of an expression,
or whether it belongs to its “deactivation” part. In order
to overcome such limitation, we propose a DR that is tar-
geted with ranking not only the preceding frames, but also
the proceeding frames. In other words, the DR is chosen to
be a kernel that can rank both past and future frames, based
on their temporal positions relative to the given face image.
This way, the modeling of symmetric patterns is addressed
in a more efficient way.
Let It ∈ Rm×n be the given face image, and let
It−T , It−T+1, · · · , It−1 and It+1, It+2, · · · , It+T be the
frames corresponding to a window of 2T + 1 frames, cen-
tered at It. Let Va, a ∈ [t − T, t + T ] be the static rep-
resentation for the frame a. While in [1] Va was defined
as the cumulative feature representation of the frame a (i.e.
Va =
∑
a′<a φ(Ia′), with φ a feature representation), in
this paper we directly choose Va to be the image itself, i.e.
Va = Ia, to avoid the feature representation to depend on
other frames. Our goal is to generate a DR for frame It,
namely dt, with size equal to the static representation Va,
that can rank preceding and proceeding frames based on
their relative temporal distance to It. The ranking of frames
is performed by assigning a score to each, which is defined
as the (Frobenius) inner product between the DR dt and the
representation Va, with a ∈ [t− T, t+ T ]. Mathematically
speaking, the score for frame a ∈ [t−T, t+T ], assigned by
the DR dt is defined as S(dt, Va) = 〈dt, Va〉. The scores are
then used in an ordinal manner to sort the frames within the
given window. In particular, we are interested in assigning
ascending scores for frames a < t, and descending scores
for a > t. This way, we can define the difference between
the scores computed at time a and b as
δab(t)
.
= S(dt, Va)− S(dt, Vb) (1)
where a is chosen to be closer to t than b, with both a and b
being either preceding or proceeding frames w.r.t. t. Then,
our goal is to learn a DR dt that makes δab(t) > 0 for pairs
a, b corresponding to a, b > t or a, b < t, with |a − t| <
|b−t|. As we shall see in Sec. 3.2, we will only consider the
actual value of δab(t) when the pair a, b has been incorrectly
ranked, i.e. when δab(t) < 0. Thus, we can define our target
representation as a dt that meets the following criteria:
δab(t) > 0 for
{
|a− t| < |b− t|
(a− t)(b− t) > 0 (2)
It is important to remark that we compute the scores for
the cases in which both frames are either before the cur-
rent frame t, or after it. We are interested in computing as-
cending scores when a, b < t, and descending scores when
a, b > t, and thus the cases where e.g. a > t and b < t
would raise complex definitions.
3.2. Learning DR with Rank Loss
We now focus on how to learn the DR described above. Re-
call that our ultimate goal is to learn a static-to-dynamic
projection f from a static face image It to its DR dt, i.e.
dt = f(It). This representation is tasked with meeting
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the aforementioned criteria for all the training set of avail-
able frames. A priory, this could be accomplished by first
generating the target representations from a sequence and
then by training a network from the corresponding pairs, i.e.
the centre image of the sequence and the target representa-
tions. In such case, one could use a reconstruction loss be-
tween the generated output and the corresponding target, so
that the network learns to reproduce such a representation.
However, we observe that when using a pre-defined repre-
sentation to train the network, the generated outputs lack
of generalization. We validate this empirically in Sec. 4.3.
In other words, the network is forced to minimize a recon-
struction loss w.r.t. a fixed representation, and therefore it
does not take into account the capabilities of the generated
output at the task of ranking adjacent frames. That is to say,
subtle errors in the reconstruction loss do not necessarily
correlate with errors in the ranking of frames. Instead, we
want the network to also help design the DR.
In particular, instead of generating target representations,
we propose to learn the DR by enforcing the network to pro-
duce outputs that directly meet Eqn. 2. More specifically,
when the network generates an output for a given image, we
project it onto the preceding and proceeding frames within a
window of N = 2T + 1 frames, and compute the pair-wise
scores using Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 2. Then, in a similar fash-
ion to that of the RankSVM algorithm, we only account for
the error committed by the pairs that have been incorrectly
ranked. In addition, we add a rank success factor θ, to avoid
small errors to be considered in the total loss. Mathemati-
cally speaking, let It be the given frame, corresponding to
the central image of a window of N = 2T + 1 frames. Let
dt = f(It) be the output of the network for the given frame.
We want the generated DR to minimize the following rank
loss function:
Lf (dt) = γ × ‖dt‖2 − ε
+
t−1∑
b=t−T
t∑
a=b+1
max(0, θ − δab(t))
+
t+T−1∑
a=t
T∑
b=a+1
max(0, θ − δab(t))
(3)
where recall δab(t) = S(dt, Va)−S(dt, Vb). In Eqn. 3, γ is
a regularization factor, and ε is used as a relaxation factor to
set an upper bound to the loss to avoid it to return extremely
large values. The loss Lf (dt) can be differentiated w.r.t. the
parameters of the network f , and therefore the network can
be learned through typical backpropagation methods. The
training process is also illustrated in Fig. 2. We want to
recall that by using the Rank Loss function of Eqn. 3, we
are not backpropagating w.r.t. a defined “ground-truth” d∗t .
In other words, our method is trained without the need of
explicitly generating a target DR for each training image.
This way, the network also contributes to define the form of
the DR.
3.3. Face analysis using Multi-level DR
We now describe how the DR shown above can be applied
to face-related tasks. In particular, we observe that we can
generate a multi-level set of DRs, each capturing a differ-
ent temporal scale by using a different window length. We
will validate that this combination allows to reach state of
the art results in the tasks of AU intensity estimation and
dimensional affect estimation. We first note that the gen-
erated dt are 3-channel tensors, no matter the choice of T .
Thus, we can train a different model for different values of
T , and combine the outputs before applying them to further
related tasks. Herein, we will explore the use of a Single
Dynamic Representation (SDR), using just the generated
DR, and the use of a Multi-level Dynamic Representation
(MDR), which combines the output of networks trained us-
ing different time lengths T .
While there is no limit as to how many different levels
can be used for further tasks, we want to keep the input net-
work as simple as possible. To this end, in this paper we
explore two different configurations, one for the AU inten-
sity estimation and one for the dimensional affect estima-
tion. We leave for future work to explore possible configu-
rations. We rely on expert knowledge for each of the tasks:
we choose a two-level representation for the AU intensity
estimation task, and a three-level representation for the di-
mensional affect estimation task. In both, the first level cor-
responds to T = 0, i.e. a window length of one frame. In
practice, this level does not require the training of a DR, as
it basically consists of the input image. Indeed, we experi-
mentally validate that the use of the input image along with
the DR helps capturing the rich appearance details in the in-
put image along with the temporal dynamics given by the
DR. For the dimensional affect estimation task, we choose
T = 3 for the second level. Finally, for both the second
level of the AU intensity task and for the third level of the
dimensional affect estimation task, we choose T = 5. Note
that the total window size is defined as N = 2T + 1, i.e.
N = 7 frames for T = 3, and N = 11 frames for T = 7.
In all cases, we use a stride of S = 2 frames, i.e. we use
every other frame to train the corresponding DR network.
The chosen window then spans a set of 2TS + 1 frames.
This MDR yields a 6-channel tensor for the AU intensity
task, and a 9-channel tensor for the dimensional affect esti-
mation task. Fig. 1 shows a description of the MDR for this
three level approach.
4. Experiments
To validate the proposed approach, we first evaluate the
ranking capability of the generated DRs. Then, we demon-
strate their value for the tasks of AU intensity and dimen-
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sional affect estimation. We will show that our MDR pro-
duces state of the art results in both tasks. It is important
to note that, at test time, a single face image is used as the
input to generate the corresponding MDR, and this repre-
sentation is used to predict the values of the corresponding
task. In addition, we want to remark that the MDR network
is trained using the RECOLA dataset (see below), whereas
the AU intensity network and the dimensional affect esti-
mation network are trained using the BP4D and SEMAINE
datasets, respectively. In other words, the DR networks are
trained using a different dataset to those used to the corre-
sponding tasks.
4.1. Datasets
Experiments were conducted on three face datasets:
RECOLA [32], SEMAINE [24] and BP4D [54]. The
RECOLA dataset is solely used to train the DR networks,
whereas SEMAINE and BP4D are used to test both the ca-
pabilities of the DR to rank the corresponding frames, and
to train and test the corresponding face-related tasks. For
the RECOLA dataset, we use the 27 videos corresponding
to the AVEC 2016 challenge [42], each containing approx-
imately 5 minutes of people performing video conference.
For the SEMAINE dataset, we use the subset predefined by
the AVEC 2012 challenge [38], which consists of 31 train-
ing videos, 32 validation videos, and 32 test videos. All
frames have been annotated with valence and arousal inten-
sities, each lying in the range [−1, 1]. For the BP4D dataset,
we use the partitions predefined by the FERA 2015 chal-
lenge [43]. There are 75,586 frames for training, 71,260
frames for development and 75,726 frames in the test set.
All the frames have been annotated for five AUs (AU6,
AU10, AU12, AU14, and AU17), each lying in the range
[0, 5]. The sampling rate of RECOLA and BP4D was 25
fps, whereas the sampling rate of SEMAINE was ∼ 50 fps.
For this reason, wherever we refer to the stride S when set-
ting up the span of frames to be considered, this will be
automatically scaled to 2S for the SEMAINE dataset.
4.2. Implementation details
Configuration All the experiments are carried out using the
PyTorch library [29] for deep learning. The network cho-
sen for the task of generating the DRs is the UNet [34].
Both the input and the output of the UNet are tensors of
size 224× 224× 3. The parameter θ in Eqn. 3 is set before-
hand to ensure the chance level ranking accuracy to be less
than 0.1%. For the task of AU recognition, we re-trained the
network proposed by [36], as multi-task learning has been
frequently adopted for AU recognition [22, 27]. For affect
estimation, we followed the setting in [21], and fine-tuned
the VGG-16 face network [28], whose last layer is modified
to have an output size of 1.
Pre-processing We used the publicly available iCCR
face tracker of [35] to first detect a set of 66 facial land-
marks. Using these landmarks, images are cropped to meet
the network size. Then, all pixels corresponding to the outer
part of the convex hull defined by the landmarks are set to
zero to remove all non facial appearance information.
Training details The UNet was trained using an Adam
optimizer [7] with a learning rate of 10−3, and β =
(0.5, 0.9). During the ranking experiment, the UNet is
trained and validated using the RECOLA dataset, and tested
on all frames in the BP4D and SEMAINE datasets. For
the face related tasks, we utilized the trained DR mod-
els to generate the DRs for each frame in the SEMAINE
and BP4D datasets, and then trained the corresponding
AU/dimensional affect models using the generated repre-
sentations.
4.3. Frame Ranking
In this section, we report the ability of the generated DRs
to rank the corresponding adjacent frames in SEMAINE
and BP4D. In particular, we evaluate the capabilities of our
model under different scenarios by choosing a set of differ-
ent window lengths and strides to train the networks and
generate the corresponding DRs. The number of frames
used per training image is N = 2T + 1 (T preceding
frames, T proceeding frames and the given frame). We
sample N frames using four different strides S. The im-
age sequence range is then of N × S frames. We check
the capabilities of our network for T = {3, 5, 7, 9} (i.e.
N = {7, 11, 15, 19}). In the most extreme case, i.e. when
T = 9 and S = 4, the ranking is measured on a window
size of N = 2T + 1 = 19 frames, evenly sampled from
a sequence of N × S = 76 frames. At test time, frames
are chosen following the same sampling procedure as that
of the corresponding model. To compute the ranking accu-
racy, we compute the DR for each of the images available in
the corresponding datasets. Then, we project the generated
DR onto the frames lying within the corresponding window
of N frames, sampled with a stride S. We then measure the
distances δab(t) as defined in Eqn. 1, and measure the per-
centage of pairs that are correctly ranked, i.e. the percentage
of pairs for which δab(t) > 0.
In Fig. 4 we report the ranking accuracy of our method,
measured as a percentage of correctly ranked frames w.r.t.
total number of frames evaluated. We report the average
accuracy measured across both SEMAINE and BP4D. The
results shown with a dash line correspond to applying a
RankSVM at test time, trained using the frames that were
later ranked by it. The results given by the RankSVM are
treated as an upper bound for the ranking accuracy.
We compare the accuracy of our method against meth-
ods trained using target representations obtained by the Dy-
namic Image algorithm, which generates an explicit target
representation for each training image using the RankSVM
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Figure 4. Average ranking accuracy (%) on two datasets. Four gen-
erative models are trained using RECOLA dataset and tested on
SEMAINE and BP4D datasets. RankSVM classifiers were trained
on SEMAINE and BP4D datasets, and each classifier only rank its
training frames. The results obtained by RankSVM are treated as
the upper bound.
algorithm [1]. We generated the corresponding dynamic im-
ages both forward (DI), and backward (BDI) in time, and
applied them as the targets to train several generative net-
works. We trained a different network for the DI and the
BDI images, respectively. In particular, Fig. 4 shows the
results given by the following approaches:
• UNet (MSE). Using the dynamic images, we train the
model using as objective the Mean Squared Error.
• UNet (P). In this method, we use the dynamic im-
ages as target representation, and the objective func-
tion used to train the model is the Perceptual loss pro-
posed in [19].
• Pix2Pix [15] refers to using a conditional GAN, again
using the dynamic images as the corresponding targets.
The results shown in Fig. 4 show how our method
achieves similar results to those given by the RankSVM,
which uses at test time the adjacent frames to compute the
kernel. Remarkably, our method yields around 80% accu-
racy even for the longest cases (i.e. when ranking 19 frames
with different strides). In addition, we can see that, when
pairing the input images with a DR to serve as a basis to
learn our network, the ranking accuracy at test time de-
grades substantially. This illustrates the contribution of the
Rank Loss at the task of defining the form of the DR, al-
lowing for a better generalization. An example is shown in
Fig. 5. It can be seen that our proposed DR is capable of
accurately ranking both preceding and proceeding frames,
something not possible with methods trained with explicit
target representations. In addition, the RankSVM would
Figure 5. Examples of ranking frames using DRs generated by dif-
ferent methods. The networks of Pix2Pix, Unet(P) and Unet(MSE)
were trained using Seq DI as the target.
only be able to rank preceding or proceeding frames, and
it would need to be given the temporal information at test
time. This clearly illustrates the capacities of our proposed
approach at the task of sorting the surrounding frames of a
given image relative to their position to it.
4.4. Face-related tasks
In this section, we show the efficacy of the proposed ap-
proach for the tasks of AU intensity estimation and dimen-
sional affect estimation, for which the temporal modeling
would generally enhance the performance. As we demon-
strate, our still image-based method yields similar results
to those given by the models using image sequence, which
make use of the temporal information. However, contrary
to the temporal modeling of adjacent frames, our method
only requires a single still image.
AU intensity estimation We first evaluate the contribu-
tion of our proposed approach at the task of AU intensity
estimation. To do so, we re-train the network proposed by
[36] using the training partition of BP4D. Then, we evaluate
the performance of the proposed SDR and MDR approaches
against using a single input image, as in [36]. We evaluate
each method employing the same measures as those used
by the FERA 2015 [43] to rank participants: the Intra-Class
Correlation (ICC(3,1), [39]), and the Mean Squared Error
(MSE). We also compare the performance of our method
against using the alternatives shown in Sec. 4.3, i.e. those
using an explicit target DR for training. Finally, we com-
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AU 6 10 12 14 17 Avg.
ICC
CCNN-IT [44] 0.75 0.69 0.86 0.40 0.45 0.63
2DC [22] 0.76 0.71 0.85 0.45 0.53 0.66
VGP-AE [9] 0.75 0.66 0.88 0.47 0.49 0.65
HG-HMR [36] 0.79 0.80 0.86 0.54 0.43 0.68
Pix2Pix∗ [15] 0.59 0.62 0.68 0.29 0.31 0.50
Unet(P)∗ [19] 0.55 0.65 0.65 0.30 0.26 0.48
Unet(MSE)∗ 0.56 0.63 0.66 0.29 0.26 0.48
SDR+HG-HMR 0.78 0.80 0.85 0.47 0.45 0.67
MDR+HG-HMR 0.77 0.83 0.87 0.62 0.49 0.72
MSE
CCNN-IT [44] 1.23 1.69 0.98 2.72 1.17 1.57
2DC [22] 0.75 1.02 0.66 1.44 0.88 0.95
VGP-AE [9] 0.82 1.28 0.70 1.43 0.77 1.00
HG-HMR∗ [36] 0.77 0.92 0.65 1.57 0.77 0.94
Pix2Pix∗ [15] 1.22 1.31 0.85 1.90 0.92 1.24
Unet(P)∗ [19] 1.53 1.08 1.07 1.62 0.95 1.25
Unet(MSE)∗ 1.09 1.55 1.18 2.12 1.15 1.42
SDR+HG-HMR 0.88 0.84 0.75 1.90 0.60 0.99
MDR+HG-HMR 0.99 0.79 0.64 1.34 0.48 0.85
Table 1. AU intensities estimation results on BP4D dataset. ∗ de-
notes results obtained by our own implementation
pare our approach against most recent works reporting state
of the art results on the BP4D dataset. The results are shown
in Table 1.
From the results shown in Table 1, it can be seen that our
MDR approach is capable of achieving state of the art re-
sults even when using as input a single image. In addition,
we observe that the SDR achieved similar results to using
a single image, i.e. the SDR approach gives similar results
to those of [36]. We conjecture that while the SDR can
encode the temporal pattern around a given frame, the orig-
inal input image is rich in appearance details that remain
important to infer the AU intensities. Thus, the best results
are attained when combining the input image with the DRs
(i.e. using the MDR approach). In other words, the esti-
mated dynamics helped the still image-based AU intensity
estimation to yield better results.
Dimensional affect estimation We measure the perfor-
mance of our proposed approach at the task of dimensional
affect estimation, i.e. at predicting the values of valence and
arousal. To do so, we use the standard measures reported on
the SEMAINE dataset, i.e. the Pearson Correlation Coeffi-
cient (PCC), and the Mean Squared Error (MSE). As intro-
duced in Sec. 4.2, we fine-tune the VGG-16 network [28]
for each of the alternatives aforementioned. More specifi-
cally, we use a VGG-16 network for the inputs generated by
our SDR and MDR, as well as for the methods trained using
fixed representations, UNet(MSE), UNet(P), and Pix2Pix.
In addition, we compare our approach against using a sin-
gle image as input to the VGG-16 (SI+VGG). The results
are shown in Table 2. Again, we compare against state of
Arousal Valence
Method PCC MSE PCC MSE
Savran et al.† [37] 0.251 N.A. 0.210 N.A.
Kaltwang et al.† [20] 0.310 0.042 0.310 0.058
Zhang et al. [52] 0.070 N.A. 0.241 N.A.
SI+VGG ∗ [28] 0.246 0.056 0.258 0.084
Pix2Pix∗+VGG [15] 0.091 0.166 0.088 0.195
Unet(P)∗+VGG [19] 0.192 0.125 0.134 0.172
Unet(MSE)∗+VGG 0.063 0.181 0.082 0.189
SDR+VGG 0.306 0.078 0.299 0.082
MDR+VGG 0.335 0.058 0.316 0.072
Table 2. Affect estimation results on the SEMAINE dataset. SI
denotes the still face image; ∗ denotes our own implementation;
† denotes methods that rely on the use of temporal information at
test time
the art methods on valence and arousal estimation using vi-
sual information, including those that make use of temporal
information to improve their performance ([37, 20]). As it
can be seen, our proposed MDR approach attains state of
the art results using as input only still images.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to model
temporal dynamics from static face images. This approach
allows us to train a network to infer a DR for a previously
unseen test image, which effectively summarize dynamics
surround it. We illustrated that the generated DRs can be
used indistinctly for the tasks of Action Unit intensity and
dimensional affect estimation, attaining state of the art re-
sults. We empirically validated the capacity of the DRs to
rank unseen frames in test time, as well as their contribution
to the face-related tasks. In addition, we validated that a net-
work trained with a rank loss function generalizes better to
unseen images than a model trained using pre-defined rep-
resentations, i.e. we demonstrated the ability of our network
to be properly learned without the need of target represen-
tations. Experimental results have shown that our method
is powerful not only for the task of ranking adjacent frames
in different facial actions but also for the tasks of estimating
the AU and affect intensities from the face.
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